Water pump wiring diagram

A platform to learn electrical wiring, single phase, 3 phase wiring, controlling, HVAC, electrical
installation, electrical diagrams. How is the connection made if their is starting and running
capacitor available. Dear soon i will publish a post about the connection of starting and running
capacitor. Do you have a diagram for a single phase motor magnetic contactor with overload
relay with no nc switch and red and green pilot light? Dear soon i will make a diagram of motor
connection with contactor, overload relay and with green and red lights. Hi in this case did you
use the contactor as a starter or to break the circuit? I am always searching online for storys
that can accommodate me. There is obviously a multiple to understand about this. I feel you
made few salubrious points in Attributes moreover. As you know that we use in every place AC
motor for different types of work. There are main two types of AC motors which are single
phase and 3 phase. The single phase motor are those motor which is working one phase and
neutral ground supply for doing his duty and a 3 phase motor required 3 phase power source.
As you know that we use cont actors for 3 phase motor for controlling, and we also know the
advantages of contectors, so what bad thing if we instill a contactor for single phase motor.
Note that we did not use contactor for one phase motor mostly because this connection can be
done by a single or double pole breaker. But There are many benefits of contactor, E. If the
incoming voltage low some time, the magnetic contactor will not set and your motor will be safe
from burning in low voltage case. This is good for those countries where the load shedding
problem are living, i use in my home a cont actor for my one phase water pump motor because i
am living in Pakistan and Pakistan are numbering in those countries where the load shedding
are living. So my water pump motor is instill so far away from my living room. Now i am telling
my story, one day i switch on by one phase water pump motor and after some time the power
went. I forgot to switch off the motor breaker and i go to market. In that time there is no one in
my home and after some time after my let off home the electric power come back and motor
started automatically due the switch on circuit breaker because i forgot to switch it off. So When
i come back to home and i open my home main door by using the key. I find that my motor was
burn due to continuously working or due to low voltage coming. I don't know what happened.
Also Read Below: How to wire One phase motor with circuit breaker? How to wire contactor for
3 phase motor? After rewinding the electric motor, i think about the solution of this problem and
safe from this accident again and i find out the motor cont actor is a best for this work. I also
published 3 phase motor wiring diagram which wired with contactor. This wiring connection is
also easy as 3 phase motor wiring. You need to wire you normally close and normally open
switch with cont actor as i wired in my last contactor diagram. Tags: Single Phase Wiring.
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AM. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. If you are looking for a
better understanding of heat pump thermostat wiring, here is an example of a typical electronic
type heat pump control wiring which is located inside your house. There are many types of
electronic thermostat in the market these days, hence please check that the type of thermostat
that you are using can be replaced with the newer ones. If you are not sure, always refer to the
operating manual of your thermostat in your house before attempting to do any trouble
shooting or replacement work. As always, if you are not trained to handle electrical equipment,
please get a qualified technician to do it. It is always a good idea to take a picture of the current
heat pump thermostat wiring before you start removing them. In heat pump system, there are at
least 8 wires that need to be connected to the thermostat for proper operation. Heat pump
thermostat wiring - A typical wire color and terminal diagram. As shown in the diagram, you will
need to power up the thermostat and the 24V AC power is connected to the R and C terminals.
These two connections will ensure that there is power to the thermostat that you are operating.
This terminal will call for the need to cool the room when the set temperature is lower than the
room temperature. The G terminal is connected to the indoor fan which circulates the air in the
room. The reversing valve is a device that reverses the flow of the refrigerant in the piping
system. In most cases, the reversing valve is energized when running cool mode. However,
there are instances where the reversing valve is off when running cool mode. Therefore, it is
important the check the manufacturer's specifications of the heat pump system that you are
using before you can do a proper connection to the thermostat. The O terminal is used when the
system that you are using has a reversing valve or four way valve which is turned on when
running cooling mode. If the reversing valve is turned on when running heat mode, you will
need to connect the reversing valve to B terminal. In some equipment, there is a 2nd stage

cooling that helps to increase the cooling capacity of the room. In this case the terminal Y2 is
usually used. The color of the wire vary. Sometimes, there is a 2nd stage heating where
additional heating is provided to supplement the primary heating system. This is usually
installed in regions where extreme winter occurred. In this case the terminal W2 will be present.
Some thermostat may have a feature called Emergency Heat where when set, it will shut off the
heat pump. It will then turn on the strip heat which becomes the primary source of heating. This
feature should only be used for a while as the energy cost is usually higher than a heat pump
system. The terminal used is E. Look out for the following features that are incorporated in most
modern programmable heat pump thermostat. Visiting HVAC events and trade shows are one of
the best way to equip yourself with the latest happenings in the air conditioning and
refrigeration field. See the listing of events for year Programmable Thermostat. Here are the air
conditioners frequently asked questions and answers. Air Cond. Coil Cleaner. Clean your own
air conditioner by using coil cleaner that can be easily purchased from the market. How to
choose an energy efficient air conditioner? Air Conditioning Systems. Comments Have your say
about what you just read! Leave us a comment in the box below. Recent Posts. Drain-water heat
exchangers can recover heat from the hot water used in showers, bathtubs, sinks, dishwashers,
and clothes washers. They generally have the ability to store recovered heat for later use. You'll
need a unit with storage capacity for use with a dishwasher or clothes washer. Without storage
capacity, you'll only have useful energy during the simultaneous flow of cold water and heated
drain water, like while showering. Some storage-type systems have tanks containing a reservoir
of clean water. Drain water flows through a spiral tube at the bottom of the heat storage tank.
This warms the tank water, which rises to the top. Water heater intake water is preheated by
circulation through a coil at the top of the tank. Non-storage systems usually have a copper
heat exchanger that replaces a vertical section of a main waste drain. As warm water flows
down the waste drain, incoming cold water flows through a spiral copper tube wrapped tightly
around the copper section of the waste drain. This preheats the incoming cold water that goes
to the water heater or a fixture, such as a shower. By preheating cold water, drain-water heat
recovery systems help increase water heating capacity. This increased capacity really helps if
you have an undersized water heater. You'll need a qualified plumbing and heating contractor to
install the system. Installation will usually be less expensive in new home construction.
Paybacks range from 2. Skip to main content. Drain-Water Heat Recovery. Diagram of a drain
water heat recovery system. How It Works. Cost and Installation. Learn More. Reduce hot water
use for energy savings Tankless or demand-type water heaters Heat pump water heaters Solar
water heaters Storage water heaters Tankless coil and indirect water heaters. Water Heating
Blogs. Energy Saver Water Heater Infographic. InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest.
We have no relationship with advertisers, products, or services discussed at this website. Guide
to 2-line jet pumps on water wells: What is a two-line jet pump? What do the two pipes do? How
does a jet pump work? This article describes the components of a two-line jet pump water
system, what the components look like, and what they do. We also describe the components of
a two line jet pump water supply system. What types of wells use a two-line jet pump for water
delivery. From what depth can a two line jet pump deliver water? Types of wells and water
supply systems and what to watch out for with each. Refer to the illustration above right,
courtesy of Carson Dunlop Associates and also to our rough sketch provided below to see the
components providing well water to a building served by a two-line jet pump located apart from
the well. In our drawing the two line jet pump which draws water from the well and the water
pressure tank are shown located separately from the well itself, and the well and its casing are
shown located inside of a well pit. The actual lift capacity will vary depending on the pump
horsepower and other factors such as piping length, bends, diameter. Common lift height is
about 30 to 80 feet but some deeper installations work. Well pits such as the one we've drawn
are used especially in climates exposed to freezing weather, as a way to get access to the well
casing and well piping and to route well piping out of the well through the top of the well casing
and on to the building while protecting it from freezing. In addition to showing a well pit in this
sketch, we discuss and illustrate well pits a bit more. A more modern device, the pitless adapter
which permits a water tight piping connection out through the side of the well casing is shown
in our sketch. Both of the charts below are for 2-line jet pumps produced by Water Ace. The
Water Ace charts shown in part above make clear that the capacity of a deep well pump to
deliver water at a given flow rate varies by these factors:. Because some pump models are
capable of developing internal pressures of more than psi, if your building piping, pressure
relief valves, safety controls, wiring, and plumbing are not properly installed, very dangerous
conditions including electrical shock, tank explosion, and leaks or floods can occur. A two line
jet pump refers to the observation that two pipes are connected between the jet pump and the
well. In our photo at left you can see the two black plastic lines leaving the front of the water

pump. A two line jet pump draws water out of the well by magic: it forces water away from the
pump and into the bottom of the well through one of the pipes usually the smaller diameter
pipe. At the bottom of the well water from the jet pump is forced through a venturi device a sort
of funnel shaped opening and then back upwards into the larger diameter pipe. Water flowing
through the venturi device at the bottom of the well piping draws still additional water out of the
well and into the larger diameter pipe that flows back to the building. The requirement to have
some water to send down to the well in order to bring a larger quantity of water back is why a
two line jet pump can't provide any water or water pressure in a building if it loses its prime. The
following list and definition of two-line deep well jet pump and water well parts and terms is
organized from the top of the drawing towards its bottom and uses names that correspond to
those shown in our ugly sketch above. If you keep losing prime at the water pump where a
two-line jet pump is installed , it's probable that a check valve at the pump or more likely at the
FOOT VALVE in the bottom of the well needs to be replaced. Carson Dunlop Associates' sketch
at left shows how a foot valve works and where it is installed. Replacing a foot valve in the well
requires that the well be opened and the well piping be pulled out to permit removal of the old
valve and installation of a new one. After replacing the foot valve you should shock the well
since you've probably contaminated it by laying your well piping and parts on the ground and
foot valves at the plumbing supplier are not kept in sterile containers. Watch out : If the pump
motor won't shut off you should turn off electrical power to the pump to avoid damaging it, then
diagnose the problem. This article series describes various types of drinking water sources like
wells, cisterns, dug wells, drilled wells, artesian wells and well and water pump equipment. We
provide advice about what to do when things go wrong. I am planning on replacing my very old
well pump, but I realized that my new pump has the larger diameter pipe coming into the top,
whereas the old pump had the larger diameter pipe on the bottom. Is it always the case that the
larger diameter pipe is the suction line? Any tips on how I should plumb it? I don't have the
space to plumb in on the opposite side of the well from where the current pump sits. Is it
acceptable to use flex line, or should I stick with rigid copper or brass? Yes the larger diameter
pipe opening on a 2-line jet pump is the suction line. You can tell me the brand and model of
pump and we ought to be able to find the pump specifications and installation manual that will
make that clear if you're missing those documents. Thanks DanJoeFriedman. I have the manual.
I was just confused by the fact that the old pump had the suction and the pressure holes
opposite of how my new pump is configured. In order to install this new pump, I think I'm going
to have to rotate the cap degrees. The way it's oriented now, the larger diameter pipe suction is
directly in front of the pressure pipe, so I'm not able to plumb it without getting really creative.
Hard to explain, but I'll try to post another photo. Hopefully one of these works. I took a look at
your photo and will add it in this article above as well so that other readers may offer a
suggestion let me know if you do not want that action. The face openings on the new Red Lion
RJC cannot be rotated, and indeed the inlet and outlet openings are reversed in position from
your old pump. If you want to use the new unit I suggest giving yourself adequate working
space to make the necessary connections by moving the location of the new pump to one side more or less as you have it positioned now, or elevating it a foot if needed as well. By removing
the union and street-elbow at the well top and starting there you can make the necessary
routing changes, routing the jet pump inlet and outlet lines to their destinations. It'll take a two
more elbows but is do-able. Before doing that, however I'd give the company's tech support a
call or email to ask if in fact the face of the pump can in fact be rotated OR if the pump can be
installed upside down, as I agree that'd make piping simpler. Watch out : convertible jet pumps
like the Red Lion RJC shown at above left that can be swapped between a shallow well typically
from 25 ft one-line jet pump to a deep-well two-line jet pump are typically capable of lifting in the
2-line jet pump conversion from a depth of about 90 feet. A few one line jet pump models such
as the Matercraft one line jet pump shown at above right advertise that they can lift from 70 feet,
but if you take a closer look at the pump specifications you may find that although the pump
can lift water from that depth its flow rate capacity in gallons per minute GPM may be
significantly reduced. Contact the Red Lion pump company in the U. Red Lion, itself a company
dating from , has recently picked up the Little Giant pump brand that we've used for decades.
You can use ABS piping and plastic elbows that may tolerate vibration with less leak risk; note
that the manufacturer emphasizes that the pump should be securely mounted to a solid base.
On by mod - replace injector in old 2 line jet pump. Larry: If you are trying to replace the front
end of an old well pump tat's no longer sold, you'll probably have to buy a new jet pump. That's
because pump front-ends or injector assemblies aer not universal. But before throwing-in the
towel on your old pump, take it to your local plumbing supplier to see what they have at hand.
My existing one has rotted and i need to locate a new injector. Is anyone still making them?
Thank you. Raguram If no settings such as the pressure control switch were changed then the

problem may be loss of water at the source, such as a well, used to fill your tank, or the pump
itself may be failing - a clogged or dirty impeller. We are using jet pump for water delivery in
over head tank. Becky If the toilet was running continuously that may have run out water from
your well. Try this: 1. Leave the pump off for an hour or more - giving the well a chance to
"recover" 3. Corey Check the manufacturer's instructions. Some jet pumps, but not all, can
indeed be converted between 1 line and 2 line versions by seapptng the front end or impeller
assembly. Ok so my house set up is for 1 line the jet pump that i got is for 2 line jet pump can i
cap it off or exchange the front. On - by mod - Could a two line jet pump be used as a single line
by merely plugging the pressure line? No, in that Arrangement - just plugging one of the lines
means that your 2 line jet pump won't pump any water. It may help to understand how a 2 line
jet pump actually works; the "pumping" occurs when the pump sends water DOWN to the
venturi that's at the bottom of its pair of well pipes. There water squirts through the venturi,
causing a larger volume of water to return back up the larger of the two 2-line jet pump pipes
and onwards into the building water system. Blocking either of those lines means no water. But
some jet pumps are convertible to single line from two line by changing the front end of the
pump to a one-line jet pump system. Dennis: The ejector in a 2 line jet pump needs to quite
close to or even below the surface of the water, in the well, though you'll see in our ejector
tailpiece illustrations that it does not have to be at the very bottom of the well piping. Otherwise
it can't generate the required lift. To be clear about how your 2 line jet pump is working to
deliver water to the building in the building or somewhere above ground a 2 line jet pump
includes an impeller that pushes water down the smaller-diameter well pipe and near the bottom
of that pipe, in the well, water is pushed through a jet or venturi - an opening shaped like a
funnel. The venturi, by reducing the opening size in a funnel shape, increases the speed of
water passing through the venturi - also called the "injector". That increase in water creates a
suction that draws additional water up through the tailpiece, into the injector, and the combined
volume of water sent down the pipe plus additional water sent up the larger pipe back to the
pump is what actually delivers water into the building. The maximum length of the tailpiece is 25
feet. Why 25 ft. It's no coincidence. The lift force generated by a venturi is capable of drawing
water up in any application is about 25 ft. So the deep well 2 line jetpump tailpiece length
limitation of 25 ft. The difference is that a 1 line jet pump's venturi is above ground, while the 2
line jet pump's venturi or injector is down in the well. The additional "lift" capacity of the 2 line
jet pump comes from the added force or "push" generated by that smaller-diameter pipe that is
pushing water down the well piping as well as pushing it back up the well piping to the surface.
Colin You'll want to know the water pump brand and model. Then we can check the
manufacturer's capacity tables. It's not just "can the pump pull the water" it's also - at what flow
rater or gpm will it deliver water to plumbing fixtures in the home. Higher lift and more
resistance in long piping means lower flow rates. We are installing a new water line at our place
running from the lake to the back of the house. We will have a lift of approx 12' but a run of '
from the foot valve in the lake to the pumphouse, Foot valve to shore is ' with ' from the
shoreline to the pump house. Will the pump be able to pull water that distance? If so, would we
go with the two hoses or one? Paul: Perhaps you can post some photos of your pumps, old,
new, and the piping feeding and leaving your original jet pump. It'd help to know the brand and
model of both pumps. As we see in photos on this page, a typical 2-line jet pump has three
points of pipe connection; 1. You may need to purchase a front-end converter to set the pump
up as a 2-line system. Above on this page you'll see photos of jet pumps in both configurations.
Brian, If you tee off of the return line of a 2-line jet pump system, when the pump is running
some of that return water will head directly to your sprinkler system. I'd like to use a separate
sprinkler pump to irrigate my garden. Can I Tee off the suction line coming out of the well into
my sprinkler pump? I have a two line well system my pump went out and I got a new one the old
pump had three inlets and the new one has two inlets? On - by mod - Can I use a 2-line jet
ejector system on an existing 3 inch diameter PVC well casing? Yes, Jonathan but you'll be
reducing the flow capacity of the system. You might want to try selecting the actual ejector
venturi size to get the best flow from your well without exceeding the well's recovery or flow
rate capacity. Thanks and regards. Injectors are used on two-pipe deep well systems in well
casings that are 4" in diameter or larger. An injector won't fit into a smaller diameter well but
you may be able to use a packer-well assembly in those smaller casings. Both of the 2-line jet
pump injectors in your drawing shown here with my edits can work as long as the length of the
tailpiece does not require a greater water lift suction than the injector can provide. We know that
a 2-line jet pump works by sending water down smaller-diameter pipe 1, through the injector,
and with help from additional well-water picked up by the injector, a larger volume of water
returns to the pump through larger diameter pipe 2. The injector's lift capability is determined
by the venturi design, size, and the flow rate of water moving down through pipe A. Watch out :

unless your well has a very high water flow-rate, a short tailpiece and injector above the water
level is going to give only a very limited volume of well water before the well water level drops
below the well screen or foot valve - you will run out of water quickly. Note that at least some of
the pump manufacturer's installation recommendations we've reviewed recommend that the
injector be located feet below the lowest point to which water is expected to be drawn down in
the well casing. Mar 14, Josh Faulkner said:. I have scoured the internet and cannot find
anything relevant to what I am experiencing. Recently, our well system has been acting strange.
Our two line Jacuzzi jet pump will run and stop constantly. However, when it stops, it
immediately loses pressure it's a pressure switch setting and a pretty large amount of water will
rush in from the casing that the two lines run through to exit the foundation. It's unusual to have
no possible primer opening right on the jet pump - please tell me the brand and model and
attach a photo of the pump. But yes if there is a pressure gauge atop the pump impeller housing
then you can very tediously prime through that opening. Watch out : Take care not to run the
pump "dry" or it could be damaged. I have installed a shallow 2-pipe system and can't maintain
prime. I have tested all of the piping, including suction, at 30 psi and there are no apparent
leaks. I installed a check valve about one foot above water a brook and have a submerged
slotted well screen assembly nine feet of horizontal 2" slotted PVC well pipe with 10 mil slots.
The ejector is about feet away from the brook, but only about four feet vertically above the
water. In theory it should work but unless I continually add water at the pump in the cellar,
about feet away from the ejector it loses prime. Any ideas? Isolate the building by turning off
water into the building to assure it's not on the building side. Try the search box just below, or if
you prefer, post a question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond
promptly. Note: appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains
an image, web link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting
will appear after it has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask us!
Shut off the pump. Wait at least half an hour to let the pump motor cool. Wait hours or longer if
your well is marginal and may have run dry. What to do if the well pump runs continuously or
runs too often If the Well Pump Motor Runs Too Often If the pump runs too often the cause may
be a control problem, water tank problem, piping problem, or a well problem. Be sure proper
breaker or fuse size in ampacity is installed Low voltage to the pump Check with VOM at the
pressure control switch or at the pump wiring Be sure the proper size of wire is used for the
ampacity and length of circuit; Test for low voltage to the building. Loose or broken pump wire
Check wiring against the pump installation manual diagram, check all connections for
tightness, shorts, burns, damage Rewire or repair or replace wiring Burned out pump motor
Check that the pump pressure control switch is trying to turn on the pump and that there is
voltage at the pump wiring Repair or replace the pump motor Bad pump pressure control switch
Check the switch contacts for burning or wear Adjust or replace the pressure control switch.
Temporary emergency repair by cleaning the switch contacts may be possible. Bad pump
pressure control switch Check the tubing connecting the pressure switch to the pump housing
for clogging Clean or replace the tubing and be sure the connections are not leaky - an air leak
will prevent the switch from sensing pressure properly Bad pump impeller or impeller seal leak
Turn off electric power to pump, see if you can move the impeller or motor - if it won't turn it is
jammed or damaged Remove obstruction in impeller housing, inspect for and replace damaged
impeller or frozen motor. Bad pump motor starting capacitor Use a VOM in ohms setting to
check resistance across the capacitor. If the meter does not move no current flows the
capacitor is "open". If there is zero resistance the capacitor is shorted. Replace the starting
capacitor Pump motor shorted out, jammed, burned up Fuse blows or breaker trips as soon as
the pump tries to turn on. If the external wiring is ok no short circuits the motor is shorted
internally Replace the pump motor. If the air temperature is over degF, the pump may be too hot
and its thermal overload switch tripping because of the environment, not a pump problem.
Install a valve on the water discharge line and reduce water flow to increase water pressure
inside the pump itself. Search the InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments
Quoting from the company's website: The Water Ace Pump Company is a dynamic, rapidly
growing retail pump manufacturer, backed by a tradition of over years of excellence. We offer a
complete line of sump, sewage, lawn sprinkler, swimming pool, submersible well and jet pumps
as well as pressure tanks and accessories. Tel: Email: info carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop
Associates' provides extensive home inspection education and report writing material. The text
is intended as a reference guide to help building owners operate and maintain their home
effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at the back of the volume. If no water is
being delivered at all the problem could be loss of water in the well or the well pump may have
lost prime. If the pump won't turn off the cause may be a damaged pump control, a plumbing or
fixture leak, or a well problem. If the pump runs and turns on and off normally but water

pressure is poor the problem could be poor water flow into the well, a well piping leak, a
damaged pump, or a few other things. What to do if the well pump runs continuously or runs
too often. If the pump runs too often the cause may be a control problem, water tank problem,
piping problem, or a well problem. Be sure the proper size of wire is used for the ampacity and
length of circuit; Test for low voltage to the building. Check wiring against the pump installation
manual diagram, check all connections for tightness, shorts, burns, damage. Check that the
pump pressure control switch is trying to turn on the pump and that there is voltage at the
pump wiring. Adjust or replace the pressure control switch. Clean or replace the tubing and be
sure the connections are not leaky - an air leak will prevent the switch from sensing pressure
properly. Turn off electric power to pump, see if you can move the impeller or motor - if it won't
turn it is jammed or damaged. Remove obstruction in impeller housing, inspect for and replace
damaged impeller or frozen motor. Use a VOM in ohms setting to check resistance across the
capacitor. Fuse blows or breaker trips as soon as the pump tries to turn on. If the external
wiring is ok no short circuits the motor is shorted internally. If voltage is too low, check voltage
at the electrical panel and check that the proper size wiring was used for the ampacity and
length of run and that there are no partial shorts or damaged wires or connectors. Check the
actual electrical wiring against the motor wiring diagram or the installation manual for the
equipment. Check the air temperature where the motor is located. If the well recovery rate is too
poor and the pump is operating at low water pressure, possibly because a tailpiece is installed
to prevent air injection and pump burnup, the pump may be overheating. The Solar Water Pump
System can be used for residential water requirements and also for commercial uses. This
system can also be used for irrigation of Agricultural Land. The Solar Panel Array can also be
used without the water pump and can power your house or apartment. The Instructable will act
as a guide in helping you understand the principles required to pump water using solar energy.
Solar Power Photovoltaic Solar systems do not use any Fuel. They are cost effective and are
independent from a countries electricity grid. The cost of installation is almost the only cost.
Solar Power is a Green Renewable energy that will produce electricity as long as the Sun rises
every morning. Solar systems require low maintenance. Why go for a Solar Water Pump
System? Well sunlight is free and abundant. Humans are dependent on water for survival.
Inorder to obtain their daily water requirements we pump our water from wells, dams, rivers,
ponds,etc. Since the system is OFF-Grid, it can always pump water even in an apocalypse. Solar
Energy is a giant leap in the field of science which has enabled humans to produce clean
energy. In this step I am going to give you a brief introduction into real economics, viability and
applications of this Instructable. Agriculture in developing nations isn't as efficient as it really
should be. One of the main problems of agriculture is water management. Even developing
nations which receive a good amount of water through rainfall fail to be efficient in the field of
agriculture. The initial investment of solar energy is high. I have chosen my country India as the
perfect example of the best beneficiary from the use of solar energy. The farmer then has to buy
a pump to irrigate his land which could cost the farmer between Rs 5, , The problem is in such
areas Maintenance of Power lines is not carried out and there is high variation in the supplied
voltage. This causes the pumps coil and windings to get damaged. This can lead to loss of
efficiency or even total damage to the pump. Farmers who have batteries and inverters for their
farms also suffer losses from the damage caused by voltage fluctuations to the inverters,etc.
Therefore the farmer has to also spend additional revenue in buying replacement Pumps,
inverters,etc. Maintenance of the power lines has to be sometimes carried out by the farmer.
Irregular power failures and power shortages causes major losses of agricultural output. Lets
say due to a power outage, there is no power supplied to the farm for an entire day. This would
lead to the crop not being watered for a day and could result in significant weight loss of the
cucumbers. In country's such as India, farmers sell vegetables based on weight and hence any
weight loss would result in significant losses. But all these problems can be solved by the
implementation of a Solar Water Pump System. With the help of solar energy, I have been able
to plant 4 different crops. I have been able to irrigate a cucumber and watermelon crop in the
middle of summer which also has significantly increased my profits from agriculture, something
I wouldn't have been able to do without solar energy. Well apart from the above, farmers in
developed nations can use solar energy for their sprinkler systems in their greenhouses. You
can check out the graphs above to get an overview of the efficiency of solar water pump
systems. They can also use for artificial lighting to grow saplings. I have also seen a Solar water
pump systems being used in poultry chicken applications to cool the sheds and provide
drinking water to the poultry birds. The solar water pump system can be used to pump drinking
water in societies and buildings. The concept of 'Green Buildings' includes the use of solar
water pump systems for the purpose of drinking water and other sanitary uses of water. If you
do not wish to use solar energy to pump water but instead to power your house, check out

some of my other Instructables:. Apartment Solar System. Protect yourself from such events
and install a Solar Water Pump System. The specifications of the Metal Stand Angle , Solar
Capacity, Pump output have been optimised to my desired requirements and location. Hence
depending on your purpose Residential, Commercial or Agricultural you can either change the
output of the system by adding or subtracting the solar panels inorder to increase or decrease
the production of electricity. Depending on the requirement and capacity of the system, the
specifications and quantity of each part could defer. Hence you may have to buy parts
according to your specific requirements. The Solar Panel is a Metal framework consisting of
I-beams and C-channel that help support the solar panel and keep them inclined at the required
angle. In the next couple of steps, the Instructable will teach you how too setup the metal
framework. But before you start building the metal stand or framework you must determine the
optimum angle at which you must place you solar panels inorder to get the maximum efficiency
from the solar system. To get the best out of your photovoltaic panels, you need to angle them
towards the sun. The optimum angle varies throughout the year, depending on the seasons and
your location and this calculator shows the difference in sun height on a month-by-month basis.
Inorder to calculate the optimum angle I have used an online calculator which uses the location
of the Solar Panel Array. Solar Panel Angle Calculator. After doing so, you can add a layer of
coloured paint to enhance the look of the Solar Panel Stand. By painting the metal stand you
will prevent the metal from getting damaged due to corrosion. Once you have determined the
optimum angle at which the solar panels must be placed at, you can start building the metal
stand. In this step you will need to mix concrete for the foundation. In this step you will add 2 X
7ft I-beams on top of the two 11ft I-beams. You will also attach a The procedure is specified in
the layout diagram. In this step you will be using 2X In this step you will be using 5X This step
also involves welding. Weld all the joints using a Welding Machine. Use all necessary welding
and safety equipment. Keep a fire extinguisher around incase of a fire. Note: If you do not wish
to weld, you can attach the inclined C-channel by bolting it to the entire structure. In this step
you can either use C-channel or Aluminium Box Channel. In this step you will be using 6x In this
step you will be using 21 solar panels. Solar Panel Specifications: 1. Power: W. Voltage at
Pmax: 35V. Start by opening the Solar Panel connector Box. Use a multimeter to determine the
polarity of the solar panel. Form one string of solar panels by connecting 7 solar panels in
series. Form 3 such strings. Connect the Positive wire from each string to one end of a separate
CB. Input of CB 3. Connect the Negative wire from each string to one end of a separate CB.
Input of CB 4. Connect the output of the 3 Positive CB's together. Connect the output of the 3
Negative CB's together. Now connect these to the inputs of a screw terminal. Note: Other
combinations may cause reverse rotation! Follow the manual instructions for more details.
Connect the Water output of the pump to a long pipe and ensure that it is secured properly.
Lower the pump into the water source and switch it on. The Solar Pump System controller is the
brain of the entire project. It basically regulates the current supplied to the pump from the solar
panels. Given below are the descriptions of the LED indicator functions of the controller that I
have used. When the LED is Green, the controller is switched on and the power source is
present. In low-power conitions, the light may show even if there is not enough power to run the
pump. Motor is turning. Sequence of flashing indicates pump speed. If the water source has
dropped below the level of the low water probe. After the water level recovers, the pump will
restart, but this light will slowly flash until the sun goes down, power is interrupted, or the
power switch is reset. The pump basically uses the power supplied from the solar panel array
inorder to pump water from the source. Mostly the pumps come with four wires: 3 wires for
each phase and one wire for Ground. Choose a suitable pump depending on your requirement.
Participated in the Apocalypse Preparedness Contest. Reply 2 years ago. The total cost is
variable from country to country. The panels can supply the power needed for a
non-submersible pump, but you may need another type of charge controller. By the way,
whether this solar panels expensive? I think solar panel will reduce waste also and good for
third world countries, also good for remote areas. Many of them are near the equator and have
plenty of sunlight year round. Reply 5 years ago on Introduction. You could use a lot less solar
if you used a made for solar DC direct powered pump like Grunfos, Dankoff or SunCentric
makes. What Solar Panel Manufacturers, do you purchase from. They are usually expensive
here in the USA. The cost of electric energy would only cost around half of that budgeted over
20 years. That is the problem with these "great ideas. Nor do they say if the solution is good for
all earth latitudes and weather year round. I priced the 21 x watt panels today. There is still the
price of the controller and other materials. Unless you have a welder and other tools then you
have even more expenses renting or buying them. Then there is the labor involved, are you
capable of doing it yourself or will you need to hire someone to help or do it for you? A solar
pump that will pump the equivalent amount of water is cost as much if not more than a standard

electrical water pump. Price wise solar makes no sense unless you are located 5 or more miles
from a grid source of power. Even that will not solve the transportation of your crops so far
from a market. If solar was so great an idea and solution then farmers would be using it now.
Using a wind mill would be a much better solution. I have been installing solar since in the
Midwest across 8 states and we are based in Carbondale IL and have never installed a
residential system that expensive. Having lived off grid for 18 years gives me some knowledge
also. I agree Deb the cost of a professional installation does not make allot of sense unless you
are going off grid. And off grid in a area that getting power to is not practical. I have toyed with
the idea of doing a small system just for my shop and find that even beyond my financial reach.
You can buy solar cells on eBay, they are extremely easy to assemble and by following this
instructable you really can do this sort of stuff yourself. If not, you can find trades people on
CraigsList very easily who will do a fine job for you. Good luck. Reply 5 years ago. Introduction:
Solar Water Pump. More by the author:. Agriculture Agriculture in developing nations isn't as
efficient as it really should be. What about farmers belonging to developed nations? S: This
application was included in view of the Apocalypse Preparedness Contest :. Parts
Anti-Corrosion Paint. Tools Welding machine and welding rods. Wire Cutters. Digital Multimeter.
Spirit Level Bottle. Basic Understanding of Structural Design. Basic Welding. Solar Angle But
before you start building the metal stand or framework you must determine the optimum angle
at which you must place you solar panels inorder to get the maximum efficiency from the solar
system. Attachments Layout Diagram. Start by digging a hole into the ground of the
dimensions: 2ft X 2ft X 2ft. Add some concrete into the hole and spread it evenly. Place the
I-beam into the hole such that it is perpendicular to the surface. Ensure that the I-beam is
vertical by using a Level Bottle. Once 2ft of the I-beam is placed inside the hole vertically, fill the
hole completely with cement. Do the same for another I-beam separated from the first I-beam at
a distance of In this step, you will attach a Ensure the C-channel is parallel to the ground
surface with the help of a Level Bottle. Bolt each end of the C-channel to the I-beams. Make sure
you use Stainless Steel nuts and bolts. Place the lower Base-plate of the 7ft I-beam on top of the
higher Base-plate of the 11ft I-beam. Make sure that the 7ft I-beam is perpendicular to the
ground surface with the help of a Level Bottle. Follow the same steps for the placement of the
Second 7ft I-beam. Bolt the Base-plates of the I-beams with Stainless Steel nuts and bolts or
weld them together. Attach both sides of the In this step you will place 2 X 11ft I-beams at the
remaining two corners. The procedure for the placement and foundation is same as that of the
first two I-beams. Ensure that the I-beams are perpendicular to the ground surface using a Level
Bottle. Start by attaching either side of one Refer to the Layout diagram. Do this for the other
Next attach either side of the Refer to the Layout Diagram. Ensure that the C-channel are
parallel to the ground surface with the help of a Level Bottle. Start by placing one of the
C-channel at each end as shown in the layout diagram. Next place one of the C-channel at the
centre as shown in the layout diagram. Place one C-channel between the Centre and outermost
C-channel on either side. Start by placing the C-channel from one side of the structure
horizontally such that they are parallel to each other as shown in the layout diagram. The
spacing between two C-channel should be 3ft. One placed and aligned properly as shown in the
layout diagram, weld or bolt them to the structure. Detailed specifications of the solar panels
are given in the solar panel datasheet. Start by bolting the solar panels to the C-channel. The
distance between two panels on each side will be 0. Refer to the Layout Diagram for more
details. Pump ON green Motor is turning. Source Low red If the water source has dropped below
the level of the low water probe. Tank Full red Pump is turned off by action of the remote float
switch. Pump Specifications: Submersible Pump. Participated in the Automation Contest View
Contest. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! AmerC2 1 year ago. Reply
Upvote. Jonathanrjpereira shivarajuns Reply 2 years ago. Jonathanrjpereira deborah. SitaraS 5
years ago on Introduction. Jonathanrjpereira SitaraS Reply 5 years ago on Introduction.
Jonathanrjpereira daenergymon Reply 5 years ago on Introduction. DebRinger 5 years ago on
Introduction. Mjtrinihobby 5 years ago on Introduction. Jonathanrjpereira Mjtrinihobby Reply 5
years ago on Introduction. Jonathanrjpereira indharachod73 Reply 5 years ago. In the event of a
fire breakout, to rescue people and to put out the fire we are forced to use human resources
which are not safe. With the advancement of technology especially in Robotics it is very much
possible to replace humans with robots for fighting the fire. This would improve the efficiency
of firefighters and would also prevent them from risking human lives. Today we are going to
build a Fire Fighting Robot using Arduino , which will automatically sense the fire and start the
water pump. In this project, we will learn how to build a simple robot using Arduino that could
move towards the fire and pump out water around it to put down the fire. It is a very simple
robot that would teach us the underlying concept of robotics; you would be able to build more
sophisticated robots once you understand the following basics. Buy all the above required

components for Arduino fire fighting robot. The main brain of this project is the Arduino, but
in-order to sense fire we use the Fire sensor module flame sensor that is shown below. As you
can see these sensors have an IR Receiver Photodiode which is used to detect the fire. How is
this possible? When fire burns it emits a small amount of Infra-red light, this light will be
received by the IR receiver on the sensor module. So, we place three such sensors in three
directions of the robot to sense on which direction the fire is burning. We detect the direction of
the fire we can use the motors to move near the fire by driving our motors through the LD
module. When near a fire we have to put it out using water. Using a small container we can carry
water, a 5V pump is also placed in the container and the whole container is placed on top of a
servo motor so that we can control the direction in which the water has to be sprayed. The
complete circuit diagram for this Fire Fighting Robot is given below. You can either connect all
the shown connections for uploading the program to check the working or you can assemble
the bot completely and then proceed with the connections. Both ways the connections are very
simple and you should be able to get it right. Based on the robotic chassis that you are using
you might not be able to use the same type of container that I am using. In that case use your
own creativity to set up the pumping system. However the code will remain same. I used a small
aluminium can cool drinks can to set the pump inside it and poured water inside it. I then
assembled the whole can on top of a servo motor to control the direction of water. My robot
looks something like this after assembly. As you can see, I have fixed the servo fin to the
bottom of the container using got glue and have fixed the servo motor with chassis using nuts
and bolts. We can simply place the container on top of the motor and trigger the pump inside it
to pump water outside through the tube. The whole container can then be rotated using the
servo to control the direction of the water. Once you are ready with your hardware, you can
upload the Arduino code for some action. The complete program is given at the end of this
page. However I have further explained few important bits and pieces here. So we have to keep
checking these sensor if any fire has occurred. If no fire is there we ask the motors to remain
stop by making all the pins high as shown below. Similarly, if there is any fire we can ask the
robot to move in that direction by rotating the respective motor. Once it reaches the fire the left
and right sensor will not detect the fire as it would be standing straight ahead of the fire. This is
done using the code below. Then turn on the pump to push water outside the container, while
this is done we can also use the servo motor to rotate the container so that the water is split all
over uniformly. It is recommended to check the output of the robot in steps rather than running
it all together for the first time. You can build the robot upto the servo motor and check if it is
able to follow the fire successfully. Then you can check if the pump and the servo motor are
working properly. Once everything is working as expected you can run the program below and
enjoy the complete working of the fire fighter robot. The complete working of the robot can be
found at the video given below. The maximum distance to which the fire can be detected
depends on the size of the fire, for a small matchstick the distance is relatively less. You can
also use the potentiometers on top of the modules to control the sensitivity of the robot. I have
used a power bank to power the robot you can use a battery or even power it with a 12V battery.
Hope you understood the project and would enjoy building something similar. If you have any
problems in getting this build, use the comment section below to post your quires or use the
forums for technical help. All the required information is already given here by the author. Why
don't you start building your final year project? Can you tell me how the water can is connected
He has used a 5V pump to pump the water out of the can. The whole can is mounter on top of a
servo motor. Can you kindly tell me how to select water pump in Proteus and what is the
component placed above flame sensors in the circuit diagram round and have a digital meter on
it , Thanks. The component above the sensor is a servo motor. Proteus does not have a pump.
The one that is used here was drawn using the draw options Proteus to just show you how the
connections are done. Thank you Aswinth Raj. I'm assisting my son who is in middle school on
a science project, and we are at a standstill and hoping you can assist us. I've came across your
video and it seemed relatively close to what we hope to accomplish. Can you please help us? Hi
alanna,. I assume you have used a pump inside your volcano which when activated would pump
some water Lava outside the volcano. Now to turn on this pump using voice command is no
easy task and would surely be an overkill for a science fair. However if you want to do it, you
can follow this tutorial below where a Light is turned on using Voice command, you just have to
replace the light with your pump. A more easy way would be to turn on the pump for the sound
of a clap or any large noise. This would be a lot more easy. The circuit for same is shared below.
Instead of controlling led you can control your pump. Hope this would help you to assist your
young champ. If you need more help please use the forums. I want to make the same project but
make the robot avoid obstacles using ultrasonic sensor ans use only one fire sensor. Hello
What is circle above the three sensor. Will this fire sensor also detects the smoke. If no , how

can we do the same project to fight against smoke also. No this sensor does not detect smoke.
To detect smoke you can use the MQ sensor. This project is interesting. Yes, you can use any
MCU in place of arduino. But if you are a very beginner its good to start with Arduino itself. How
can we connect ultrasonic sensor with this. Circuit diagram is given above. Yes you can also
connect a US sensor to avoid obstacles if you are intrested. How to connect the breadboard can
you explain. May i know how many flame sensors and servo motor SG90 needed for this
project? What should I do if water pump is not working when connected to 6 number pin of
arduino. I guess the pump is not receiving enough voltage when connected to arduino. Is there
any solution to solve this problem. Please reply as soon as possible. Im connected one motor
pin connected to Arduino pin 6 and second one is connected to GND,but water pump doesn't
work,can u help me this issue. My mail id. Can I use ln motor drive instead of ld? No Op-Amp is
used here. Why are you confused? Just follow the circuit diagram and build the project.
Because im new in coding and wiring things. So im afraid i buy the wrong items but have similar
name. I have connected all the components as mentioned above. But I have a problem in
moving the chasis and pumping out the water. Can you please help asap?? What problem are
you facing? What help do you need? I connect the enther circuit and upload the program to
adruino that not in working. HI, the lD used is an IC or motor driver? My dc motor won't move
and my water pump isn't working. Did you experience any problems regarding connecting of
the servo motor? Ours keeps on moving even though there is no flame. The flame sensors
however, lights up when there is a flame but both the motor and the servo is not working.
Hoping for your kind reply asap. Thank you. I am having the same issue that Maria reported,
robot does not stop at flame and no action from servo motor. Is there a fix? From Maria Maria
Mercedes reply Did you experience any problems regarding connecting of the servo motor? The
reason for you robot to move when there is no fire is because the flame sensors will react to IR
rays. IF there is excess sunlight inside the room, the sensor would read the IR rays from sun
and assume it to be fire. IF your motors and servo are not working, the problem should be on
the hardware. Try running a small servo sweep program example program in arduino and check
if the motors are functional. The perfboard that you find in the project is just optional. Just
follow the circuit diagram and make the conections. It is not working I connect properly all the
components also upload code in arduino Bt it is not working Plzz held me for getting output.
What problem are you getting? I connect all components shown in diagram I give 9v power
supply to ardino Upload the code you given Bt the problem is that the ardino not get power to
motor drive and fire sensor Its not work I give 9v power supply to ardino bt the fire sensor also
off. How are you powering your Arduino? My the gear motor and water pump is 12v. Can u
please tell me where is the connection of servo motor. Any solutions for that????? I want video
with explanation, step-by-step procedure of the project and also study materials for the project
of fire fighting robot using arduino uno. Please can you make this as soon as possible. In the
circuit the pump is nt given any power so how it will work how to give that 5v to the pump? Hi
there, Can i use the motorshield Ld? Need reply ASAP. Thank you for a great project! How can
we increase the range of sensors?? You can vary the potentiometer on the sensor module to
increase the range. Also if the room does not have heavy sunlight it will work much better. Me
and my friend are working on this fire fighting robot and are unable to run the code, as the bot
is not working. HI, i'v been working on the same since days. The sensors and the servomotor
below the can seems working good. The 5v water pump is not receiving enough voltage form
the arduino uno board. Please help. Hi i need full programming and technical report and wiring
and exact connections of arduino and all please send it to my mail at harismanzoor. How much
power supply u used ,u mentioned only 12v u didn't shown it in video. How to define the
distance between fire sensor and flame What could be the problem if the wheels don't work
when there is a fire? Also, the servo motor works right away when the arduino is connected to
the laptop? Please reply ASAP, thank you very much!! In the components there was a
breadboard and the fire fighter robot was maken by the breadboard. Then where is the
connection of breadboard? Is it possible to make the robot without breadboard help me
please?? In the components there was a breadboard. The robot was also maken by breadboard.
But in the circuit diagram there is no breadboard. Is there any need of using breadboard? Water
pump of 5v as only two wire red and black those are connected to 5v and ground Hello sir.. I
have used 2 DC motors for chessy board for the motion of the fire brigade. Is there any
variations we have to do? Are the motors connected with LD motor driver? If yes then there are
not corrections required. Yes mohamed you can try that. Also make sure the room does not
have direct sunlight. Because that will also affect the range. When I connect the pump, pump is
not working but all robot does. Pump and servo motor are not working at same time. Help me.
My servo motor is not working for left and right sensor. For middle sensor its working fine. Can
anyone give me any aolution? Could you please give me exactly what type of. Hi There, It is my

first time getting hands on this type of project it is really awesome and interesting. I am working
in a school project and since I do not have any experience at all I would like your expertise help
to guide me through. I do have the robot car already just need help to connect the fire sensor
and make them work. I have uploaded the code and connection all the connections properly but
the robot in not working properly, I have made following connections: 1. Through this battery I
have supplied voltages to arduino at "Vin" port. I have taken 5v from arduino 5v port and have
supplied it to flame sensor using a 5 channel flame sensor module , servo motor and the water
pump according to the diagram with the arduino. I am facing the following issues:- 1. Robot is
continuously moving forward 3 secs move, 3 secs stop then repeat 2. Servo Motor is
continuously rotating according to the code irrespective of flame detection. Flame sensor is
sensing the flame properly but pump is not spraying water never. Kindly guide me how to
resolve the issues. Your connections are all correct. It should have worked properly. Was there
direct sunlight inside the room in which you were testing? I suggest you to debug by yourself, it
can be easily done by adding some Seril. Hope you get it working. Can i uase Ld IC? Aswinth
Raj, I would like to ask for your help in where can I buy the correct LD motor Driver module for
this project. Sorry for being so naive but it is the first project and I am helping my daughter to
build this project that is due in a week have not tested yet either due to I am missing LD motor
Driver module to connect the final wires. Today we are going to build a Fire Fighting Robot
using Arduino , which will automatically sense the fire and start the water pump In this project,
we will learn how to build a simple robot using Arduino that could move towards the
wiring diagram garage door opener
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fire and pump out water around it to put down the fire. Working Concept of Fire Fighting Robot:
The main brain of this project is the Arduino, but in-order to sense fire we use the Fire sensor
module flame sensor that is shown below. Programming your Arduino: Once you are ready with
your hardware, you can upload the Arduino code for some action. Recommended Posts. Making
the Grade with Linux at the Intelligent Edge. Get embedded world Delivered Right to Your Door.
Securing the Next Generation of Connected Vehicles. Embedded Insiders Podcast: The
Immortal 8-bit. Get Our Weekly Newsletter! Helena St. Related Content. Hi alanna, I assume you
have used a pump inside your volcano which when activated would pump some water Lava
outside the volcano. Hi, I am having the same issue that Maria reported, robot does not stop at
flame and no action from servo motor. Are you using the same servo, pump and motor? If you
are tyring with 9V battery then it wont work. Log in or register to post Comment.

